Introduction to Parsha #5: Chayei Sarah1
Torah:
Haftarah:
B’rit Chadasha:

Genesis 23:1 - 25:18
I Kings 1:1-31
I Corinthians 15:35-58

______________________________________________________

This Week’s Amidah Prayer Focus is Petition #2: T’shuvah [Turning/repentance]

Welcome to the study of the fifth parsha of Torah – Chayei Sarah. I call this
parsha the ‘parsha of the changing of the guard’, because it marks the passing of
one matriarch/patriarch team then goes to great lengths to introduce us to another.
First Sarah will leave us, making way for Rivkah. For in the second verse of the
parsha we are told:
Vatamot Sarah b’Kiryat Arebah
So Sarah died in Kiryat-Arba
[Genesis 23:2]

After a new matriarch of the Covenant household is established in the beautiful
form of Rivkah, the changing of the guard theme will affect the patriarchal side of
the family as well. For Torah will tell us:
Vayigva vayamot Avraham
And then Avraham breathed his last and died

beseyvah tovah zaken vesavea vaye'asef el-amav
in a good old age, an old man and full [of years], and was gathered to his people.
[Genesis 25:8]

Oh the times – they are a-changin’! And as we enter into the week of 'the
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changing of the guard' all of physical Creation is testifying beautifully of the same
theme. In the Northern Hemisphere of planet earth the leaves of the trees are in
various stages of changing color and falling to the ground. In the Southern
Hemisphere, the trees are bursting into bloom and breaking forth in fresh life.
The constant in the physical realm of earth is the tree. Season after season, the tree
stands. Specific blossoms, fruit, and leaves come and go. But the life-source – the
rock from which they are Hewn – remains, abides, and carries on.
In the spiritual realm the constant is the Covenant. Generation after generation,
millennia after millennia, it stands. Specific men, women and movements ascend
for a brief moment, then are gone. But the life-source – the rock from which the
living water flows – remains, abides, and brings forth new life, new leaf, and new
fruit in season.
As for you, Dear Reader, may the testimony of your life from this point forward
be:
[I will] be like a tree, planted by the rivers of living water,
which brings forth its fruit in season.
[Psalm 1:3(a)]

I am like a green olive tree in the house of Elohim;
I trust in the mercy of Elohim forever and ever.
[Psalm 52:8]

We Are All Branches of the Same Tree
In the course of our readings this week we will say a gracious goodbye to the first
of our beloved matriarchs, Sarah, and say a hearty hello to our second beloved
matriarch, Rivkah [Rebecca]. So what, you say? Oh, Beloved. These are not just
women of the Bible – they are your FAMILY. These are the trees from the holy
seed that dwells in your body, soul, and spirit emanated. Whether through natural
ancestry or engrafting in Messiah, they are a part of your bloodline. Who they
were is a significant part of who you are.
There is, you see, a little of Sarah and a little of Rivkah in all of us. This week is
therefore probably a good time to stop and consider the significance of the impact
that not only they, but also other women of faith in your ancestry, have had on your
life. It is a week when it is especially appropriate to give thanks for the positive
influences of the Godly women you have been privileged to know. I believe it is
also a special season ordained by the Holy One in which He calls all of us to
release old hurts and to receive healing for old wounds.
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So I invite you to join with me as we have a little family celebration of the
tremendous nurturing power of a woman’s love - even as we acknowledge and
shudder at the damage that can sometimes be inflicted by a woman’s scorn. A part
of you is, I warn you, going to die this week. But do not fear. For a part of you is
also going to be sought out, tested, and ransomed from darkness this week. And
after having been bought with a great price that part of you will - if and to the
extent you surrender to the process - find yourself in your Bridegroom’s embrace,
will experience the light of your Bridegroom’s countenance, will taste the
pleasures and plumb the depths of your Bridegroom’s love, and will take up
residence in a place of honor in your Bridegroom’s household.

A Chayei Sarah Travelogue
The parsha of changing the guard begins by abruptly informing us that Sarah, our
beloved Matriarch, has . . . well . . . died. For 127 years she walked this planet –
and then she was gone.

Baruch Atah Adonai, Eloheinu Melech ha-olam, dayan ha-emet
[Blessed are You, O Holy One, King of the Universe, the righteous judge.]

It is interesting that the Divine Author of Torah gives us no warning whatever that
our beloved matriarch is even under the weather, much less dying. Neither in this
parsha nor anywhere else will Torah inform us of the cause or even the specific
circumstances of her death. We are, regrettably, not privileged to hear a parting
blessing from her lips. We are simply told that she is gone. May we hear her
laughter again soon!
Baruch atah Adonai, notei b’tocheinu chayei olam
[Blessed are You, O Holy One, who gives eternal life]

After receiving the stunning news of Sarah’s passing we are given a detailed
account of Avraham’s negotiations for and purchase of a burial plot for her.
Avraham will purchase this place, called Machpelah, from the sons of Chet [i.e. the
‘Hittites’] for the extravagant if not exorbitant price of 400 shekels of silver.
Avraham weighed out the silver . . . four hundred shekels of silver, currency of the merchants.
So the field of Efron that was in Machpelah . . . and the cave which was in it, and all the trees
that were in the field, that were within all the surrounding borders, were deeded to Avraham
as a possession. And . . . Avraham buried Sarah . . . in the cave of the field of Machpelah,
before Mamre.

This parcel of real estate - a field and a cave near Hebron - will become the first
tract of land in Eretz Kana’an to come under Hebrew dominion.
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After Sarah is laid to rest in the cave of Machpelah Avraham will set about the
process of acquiring a bride for Yitzchak.
Avraham said to the oldest servant of his house, who ruled over all that he had, “Please, put
your hand under my thigh, and . . . swear by YHVH, the God of heaven and the God of the
earth, that you will not take a wife for my son from the daughters of the Kena’ani . . . ; but will
go to my country and to my family, and take a wife for my son . . . .

No pressure Eliezer2 – it is just the future of the world as we know it that has been
entrusted to you and the 10 camels Avraham has sent with you!
We will travel with Eliezer to the ‘well of matriarchs’ in Charan. We will hear his
prayer. And then we will be told: And . . . before he had finished speaking, that behold,
Rebekah, who was born to Betuel, son of Milcah, the wife of Nahor, Avraham’s brother, came
out with her pitcher on her shoulder.

We will marvel at the process and circumstances of the selection of Rivkah bat
Betuel of Charan as Yitzchak’s bride – and we will ponder the prophetic
significance for us living today, for our children, and for our children’s children, of
the fact that Yitzchak brought her into his mother Sarah’s tent; and he took Rebekah and
she became his wife, and he loved her. So Yitzchak was comforted after his mother’s death.

After a marriage covenant is secured for Yitzchak we will see the focus of the
Torah narrative turn back to Avraham. Our beloved patriarch Avraham will
remarry, we will discover, and will become the father of 6 more nations.
Avraham again took a wife, and her name was Keturah. And she bore him Zimran, Yokshan,
Medan, Midyan, Yishbak, and Shuah.

We will then see Avraham pass away at the ripe age of 175 years. We will even
see Yitzchak and Yish’mael working side by side for the first time, as they lay
Avraham – who loved them both – to rest alongside Yitzchak’s mother Sarah. For
we will read: And his sons Yitzchak and Yishmael buried him in the cave of Machpelah.
Parsha Chayei Sarah will then conclude with a description of Avraham’s
genealogy, which will prepare us for the transition to the next parsha we will study
– the parsha the sages called Toldot, meaning ‘generations’.

What Life-Source Lies At the Essence of This Week’s Parsha?
This week’s parsha tells us all about ‘the life of Sarah’. The manner in which
Torah is going to cover this fascinating subject will prove very interesting. Torah is
not going to tell us about the ‘life of Sarah’ in the same way it has told us about the
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‘life of Avraham’. For instance, we will not in the text of parsha Chayei Sarah
read one word about either Sarah’s God-encounters or her life experiences.
About what then will we read in this parsha that will teach us about ‘the life of
Sarah’? We will read in the text of this parsha about only two things pertaining to
the life of Sarah. We will read about her funeral. And much more importantly we
will read about the legacy she left behind – and how that legacy, as well as the
matriarchal mantle she wore, was picked up by her niece Rivkah and carried forth
into the next generation.
As discussed above, the departure point for our meditations this week is the news
that our beloved matriarch Sarah has passed from this world into the next. But
Sarah's story does not by any means end with her death. To the contrary, in Sarah's
case the instant of breathing of last breath is instead where her story truly begins.
You see, you and I - and our children, and our children's children - are the LIFE
OF SARAH. She lives on. And every time a child or an old woman chuckles with
glee, angels smile and proclaim across the universe: ‘THE SWEET LAUGHTER
OF SARAH LIVES ON!'

Ode to Sarah Imanu
Never, never, never underestimate the value of a matriarch, Dear Reader.
Matriarchs are the glue that hold a household of faith together. How well a culture
recognizes, honors, and walks in the wisdom of its current generation of matriarchs
on the one hand, and how well it chooses, nurtures, and trains up its next
generation of matriarchs on the other hand are perhaps THE TWO MOST
CRITICAL SOCIOLOGICAL FACTORS that will determine how strong that
culture will become and what kind of impact it will have on the world.
Sarah has rightly come to be regarded as the mother of all Israel. As Avraham is
recognized as the father of all who believe, Sarah is rightly considered the mother
of all who follow after God. She is a Beloved kinswoman of Jew and Gentile alike.
She is a part of the spiritual ancestry of all followers of the One True God.
Her children rise up and call her blessed;
Her husband also, and he praises her, saying:
“Many daughters have done well, but you excel them all.”
Charm is deceitful and beauty is passing,
but a woman who fears the Holy One, she shall be praised.
[Proverbs 31:28-30]

Before getting into the text of this week’s parsha, therefore, let us prepare our
hearts for a few moments by focusing upon what we already know from previous
parshot about ‘the life of Sarah’. Let us bless her in her going out as well as in her
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coming in.

Pausing to Savor Both the Hello and the Goodbye
As we all know by now, when we were introduced to Avram’s wife by the
narrative of Torah, her name was not Sarah [sin, resh, hey, pronounced saw-raw'],
usually translated as ruler/governor [in feminine form], but Sarai [sin, resh, yod,
pronounced saw-rah'-ee], meaning ‘my princess’.
The verb root of both of the names by which our beloved matriarch is known is
sarar3, meaning to rule or govern by delegated power or authority. The Hebraic
word pictograph/hieroglyphic formed by the letters shin, resh, and resh, is that of
the most common physical manifestation of the Presence of the Holy One - i.e.
ascending flames of fire - empowering one king, who then empowers another
person to act on his behalf.
To make the name Sarai one drops the last resh, replacing it with a yod. This is a
pictograph/hieroglyphic of a king extending his hand. This illustrates the reality
that Sarai was the Holy One’s [and Avraham’s] hands extended – a vessel through
which the King of Kings, and his designated representative on earth, distributed
both good gifts and judgment to mankind.
To make the name Sarah both the resh at the end of the verb root sarar, and the
yod at the end of the name Sarai, are dropped, and are replaced with a hey - a
symbolic picture of a window (as of revelation) in a tent. The word thus formed is a
pictograph/hieroglyphic of the Holy One’s king revealed – made visible - to the
world.
Sarai was merely a vessel used by the Holy One in one generation; Sarah was the
mother of Yitzchak, the child of promise, who transcends generations. In the birth
and life of Yitzchak is the picture of the government of the Holy One. The
message is this: the woman who would become our matriarch started out as
merely a princess - a kingdom delegate or ambassador with no ruling authority; she
became, however, by the Holy One’s prophetic empowerment, much, much more –
she became the queen mother, and ruled the household of the covenant people by
power delegated to her by Avraham.
Our first introduction to the woman we now know so affectionately as our
matriarch Sarah came at the end of parsha Noach. At that time she had just been
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‘taken as a wife’ by a descendant of Shem who was then known as Avram. Genesis
11:29. We are not told anything whatever about her lineage. We do not know who
her father was, who her mother was, or if she had siblings. All we were told about
her in that brief introduction was that ‘Sarai was barren; she had no child. Genesis
11:30. Sarai bore that label – and the wounded identity that went with it - many,
many years. But she did not by any means carry it to her grave. She was set
gloriously free of it.
The Sarah we all know now, and remember fondly, was not merely the wife of
Avraham, you see And she was by no means barren. The Sarah we know and
whose blessed memory we cherish was the mother of Yitzchak (Isaac) – the
prototypical miraculous child of promise.
Of the Sarah we all know, whose life we pause now to remember, it could truly
have been said:
Sing, O barren - You who have not borne!
Break forth into singing, and cry aloud, you who have not labored with child!
For more are the children of the desolate
than the children of the married woman,” says the Holy One.
Enlarge the place of your tent,
And let them stretch out the curtains of your dwellings; do not spare;
Lengthen your cords, and strengthen your stakes.
For you will expand to the right and to the left,
and your descendants will inherit the nations
and make the desolate cities inhabited.
Do not fear, for you will not be ashamed;
Neither be disgraced, for you will not be put to shame;
For you will forget the shame of your youth,
and will not remember the reproach of your widowhood anymore.
[Isaiah 54:1-4]

The Adventures of Sarah
Part of the legacy we receive from Sarah is that this beloved matriarch believed in
and followed her ‘dreamer’ husband where few women would go. In response to a
Divine call that she did not even personally hear she nonetheless - at Avram’s
word - left the only home she had ever known, as well as all her family members,
and struck out on an odyssey fraught with both hardship and extreme peril.
Sarai/Sarah was extremely beautiful, with a kind of beauty that did not diminish
even in the latter stages of her life. She was so beautiful that wherever she went,
rich and powerful kings, men accustomed to getting what they wanted, desired her.
7

This put Avram’s life in danger, for he stood in the way of those who desired
Sarai. To protect Avram from being killed therefore Sarai agreed when entering a
dangerous new domain to tell people she was Avram’s sister. This was her way of
protecting Avram.
But it definitely did not protect Sarai/Sarah. Twice in her life, once in Egypt when
known as Sarai, and once in Gerar after she became known as Sarah, she found
herself being taken into the harem of a foreign king.
Sarai/Sarah’s ‘harem’ adventures, however, turned out to be the first real evidence
she received of the Holy One’s goodness and blessing. Though taken into two
powerful kings’ harems she was in both cases miraculously protected, losing
neither her life nor her marriage nor her virtue nor her place in the Divine Plan for
the redemption of mankind.
As aforesaid, Sarai/Sarah was barren during all the years of life when most women
expect to bear and raise children. The emotional fallout from this barrenness led
her at one point to make the one decision in her life that she would most live to
regret. Desperate to give her beloved husband the son and heir he so badly wanted
she entrusted Avram into the tent and arms of Hagar, her Egyptian
maidservant/personal assistant and confidante – somewhat in the same manner in
which Avram had, years before, entrusted her into the harem of the Egyptian king.
It was an ill-conceived and ill-fated plan – precisely because it worked so well.
Hagar became pregnant with Avram’s child, as planned – but that changed
everything. Strife entered Sarai/Sarah’s relationship with Avram for the first time,
and mutual jealousy destroyed Sarai/Sarah’s second-closest relationship, that with
Hagar.
Last week after all these things Sarah finally had her first recorded God-encounter,
in the course of which the Holy One caused she who had known little in life but
sorrow to laugh. Then finally - at 90 years of age – by Divine empowerment, she
was able to conceive, give birth, and nurse at her own breasts the child through
whose bloodline all the Holy One’s promises were to be fulfilled. The child
became known as Yitzchak.
Sarah quickly realized that it was absolutely necessary in order for the plan of the
Holy One with regard to Yitzchak to come to fruition for her to make tikkun for
the biggest mistake of her life. She therefore successfully lobbied, first with the
Holy One, then with Avraham, to have her stepchild Yish’mael (Ishmael), along
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with her former closest confidante Hagar, karat4 [i.e., cut off, cut away, pruned from]
from the covenant community. She thereby assured that Yitzchak would not suffer
either the abuse or the evil influence of the people who despised him most.

“Consider My Servant Sarah . . .”
In another context the Holy One was able to say of Iyov [Job] “Have you
considered my servant Iyov. There is no one on earth like him; he is blameless
and upright, a man who fears God and shuns evil” [Iyov 1:8]. It appears
something similar could be said of Sarai. Such a woman is worth more than the
most precious jewels. She is an eishet chayil – a woman of virtue – as described in
Proverbs 31.
Hebrew midrash tells us that Sarah’s life was supernatural – at least from the time
she married Avram. The ancient legend says that the candles she lit on Shabbat
each stayed lit for seven days – until it was time to kindle them again5. The legend
teaches also that the challah bread Sarah baked each Friday for Erev Shabbat
stayed fresh all week, until she replaced it the next Erev Shabbat. And finally, the
midrash tells us that throughout her marriage to Avraham a pillar of fire –
representing the Sh’kinah Presence of the Holy One - rested over Sarah’s tent.6
One cannot review these legends without realizing that the ancients were
connecting Sarah’s tent with the Mish’kan [Tabernacle], its menorah [light which did
not go out], its table of showbread [ever-fresh challot, replaced each Shabbat], and the
Radiant Cloud of His Presence that rested above the kafar [covering/’mercy seat’] of
its aron k’desh [holy Ark].
What was the point? The point, Dear Reader, is that we are all to consider our
purpose in life to be that which the ancients ascribed to Sarah – to make an earthly
home for the Manifest Radiant Presence of the Holy One. All of our houses
4
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should reflect the holiness of the Temple. The face of every one of us should
radiate the Divine light of the Holy One. The mouth of every one of us should
pour forth fresh portions of the Bread of Life from the Word of the Holy One every
day empowering all who know us. Our hearts should be the resting place for the
Holy One’s Radiance in our sphere of influence. Our hands should be constantly
yielded as instruments of the Master, used by Him, in His timing, to fulfill His
purposes on the earth, and make tikkun for the evil that has been released in the
world by those who live according to the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil.
If someone writes us an epitaph, let it be:
“He/she was an ever-burning light to all those who walked in darkness.
He/she was a continual source of bread for all those who were hungry.
He/she had a heart which, like the burning bush of Sinai,
was engulfed in the Holy One’s pillar of fire, yet he/she was not consumed.

Such was the life of Sarah. She was not ‘perfect’. She was by no means sinless.
She laughed, it seemed, at all the wrong times. She sometimes saw more negative
than positive in people and situations. And in her fleshly desires to help the Holy
One’s plans along she made some very, very serious mistakes. But even in the
midst of her failings she was ever shedding light, ever laying forth the bread of life,
and ever making her heart and home a habitation for the Holy One. Go thou and
do likewise, Dear Reader.

A Woman of Deep, Abiding Beauty
As stated above Sarah is described in Torah as being very beautiful. Let us
consider the nature and essence of Sarah’s beauty. In Genesis 12:11, as Avram
was en route to Egypt to ‘ride out’ the famine he found when he got to Eretz
Kena’an [the land of Canaan], Torah records him saying to Sarah:
Hineh-na yadati ki ishah yefat-mar'eh at
'I realize that you are a woman of beautiful appearance.

Ordinarily beauty is considered an asset. Avram however realized that in the world
in which he lived, where rich and powerful people like Pharaoh, into whose
domain he was about to enter, took by force any woman he considered beautiful,
being married to a beautiful woman could be hazardous to his health. Avram’s
manner of dealing with Sarah’s beauty was to have her pretend she was his sister,
not his wife. This allowed him room to negotiate with Pharaoh rather than put him
in a kill or be killed position.
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But just what kind of beauty was it that Sarah possessed? By the time she and
Avram went to Egypt she was already 65 years of age7. While people lived longer
in those days [Sarah lived to age 127, Yish'mael to age 137, Avraham to age 175, and
Yitzchak to age 180], and thus Sarah was by no means ancient or invalid when she
and Avram went to Egypt, at 65 she was certainly no ‘spring chicken’ either!
Moreover the custom of the era – and the necessity of desert life – was for a
woman to, at least in the presence of males, cover most of her face with a veil and
to dress very, very modestly, in layers of loose, flowing robes which concealed all
their womanly attributes and endowments from view.
Please understand that both the desert and the dress of the ancient desert were great
equalizers. If you were to take the most sought after cover girl, model, or starlet
today, dress her in ancient desert dress, cover her face with a veil, ride her around
on a donkey or camel in the windstorms and heat of the desert for a few months,
and then put her fully covered in a line-up with the homeliest daughters of the
desert, do you really believe you could tell just by looking which one the model,
cover girl, or starlet was? Not likely, Dear Reader.
So what was it about Sarai that would cause Avram to fear that a man like Pharaoh,
who could have any woman he wanted, would want her? The beauty of which
Avram spoke in Genesis 12:11 had to be much more than the superficial stuff of
cover girls, fashion models and starlets. It had to deal with something way, way,
way beyond a pretty face or a well-shaped body.
To understand Sarah perhaps we need to look at beauty from a Hebraic rather than
a Greco-Western, mindset. The Hebrew word translated as ‘beautiful’ in Genesis
12:11 is yafat, yod, feh, tav, an adjective derived from the verb root yafah, yod,
feh, hey. This word, usually translated into English as to ‘be beautiful’ is actually a
Hebraic pictographic mural of the hand [yod], and the mouth [feh], serving as a
source of revelation and inspiration [hey].
While Sarai at 65 may - or may not - have been a 21st Century ‘knockout’ under all
those flowing robes and veils she was definitely beautiful in DEED [hence the
yod/hand], and in WORD [hence the mouth/feh]. And not only were what she did and
what she said beautiful, those words and actions were also inspiring and full of
revelation [hence the hey/window]. And of course the fact that the hey at the end of
the word used in Genesis 12:11 was replaced by a tav [to transform the verb yafah
7
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into the adjective yafat] meant in a pictographic sense that the revelation and
inspiration which Sarai’s deeds and words directed people was the fulfillment of
the covenant [tav]8.
What made Sarah ‘beautiful’ thus was that both her deeds and her words made the
richness and blessing of the covenant of the Holy One come to life wherever she
went.

Sarah’s Double-Portion Blessing
Sarah was not just beautiful – she was blessed. In Genesis 17:16 the Holy One
spoke of Sarah to Avraham, saying:
"I will bless her . . .
and give you a son from her;
I will bless her . . .
so that she becomes nations –
kings of peoples shall come from her!"

Hebraically, to ‘bless’ [barach, beit, resh, kaf sofit] means to release the object of the
blessing from restrictions and limitations.
Note the two separate blessings the Holy One pronounced over Sarah. The first
blessing was that Avraham would have a son through her. This blessing released
her not only from the restriction/limitation of a barren womb, but also the
restrictions of her and her husband’s age and infertility. This first blessing came to
fruition in her lifetime, in the birth of Yitzchak. The second blessing the Holy One
spoke over Sarah was that she would ‘become nations’, and that ‘kings of peoples
shall come from her.’ This second part of the blessing, was much broader and all
encompassing – involving multiple generations to come. Thus, this part of the
blessing could only come to fruition after her death. This second blessing,
therefore, released Sarah from the restriction of mortality.
Sarah, you see, did not just live on in Yitzchak. She lives on today, through the
nation she mothered - Am Yisrael [the people/nation of Israel]. What then is ‘Sarah’s
life’? It is the life of the Hebrew People. When Am Yisrael were twice taken into
captivity, they were merely walking out the life of Sarah, who was taken into
captivity first by Pharaoh and later by Avimelech.
And so it goes even today. If you want to understand the Hebrew People, their
purpose on earth, and the reason they are as they are therefore just study Sarah’s
8
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life.

The Introduction of the Promise of Eternal Life
In both this week’s Torah and haftarah portions a generation of the Holy One’s
people will approach and in some cases enter into death; however in both cases a
new generation will be called upon and commissioned to “take up the torch” of the
Holy One.
In the case of Avraham, the text of Torah will tell us that not only did he die – but
that afterwards vaye'asef el-amav – i.e. he was ‘gathered to his people’. Genesis
25:8[c]. This is viewed by many as the introduction in Sacred Writ to the idea of
life after death.
The promise of “eternal life” is, of course, the heart cry of modern evangelical
Christendom. “If you died tonight, do you know where you would spend eternity?”
is the question asked from pulpit after pulpit, on street corners, and even in
television commercials. But it is important to understand that eternal life is not a
doctrine that suddenly sprung into existence with the appearance of Y’shua and
His little Galilean band of talmidim [i.e. disciples]. From the discussion in Genesis 5
of Enoch’s failure to see death, to the common statement concerning the
patriarch’s that they were “gathered to [their] people”9, to the passionate
expressions of the Psalmist, to the ascendancy into Heaven of Eliyahu [Elijah], the
TaNaKh is chock full of the promise of eternal life.
Eternal life is in Hebrew thought not a subjected for theological debate, but
assumed as a natural reality – an essential part of our ‘framework of givens’. But
as real and assumed as it is, eternal life - at least in the modern context of life “after
death” - is not the focus of the Bible, and nor should it be our focus. The focus of
the Bible is upon life on earth, not life in Heaven or Hell. Here and now – in this
life - we are to connect with the Holy One, identify ourselves with His Will and
His Ways, and thereby start fulfilling our purpose, here and now, and in the few
short years between our natural birth and our natural death.

9

The statement in Scripture that a deceased person is 'gathered to his people' [see e.g. Genesis 25:8,
In other words, burial is always
something that happens later, after the person has been ‘gathered to his people’. The implication is that
the person himself [or herself] has already departed long before and been gathered to his or her people by
the time his or her body is lowered into the grave. Hebrew tradition therefore understands the words
"gathered to his people" to be referring to the departed soul being ingathered among the souls of those
who have already left this physical world. The phrase "gathered to his people" alludes to nothing less than
the immortality of the human soul.
49:29] always occurs before any reference to that person’s burial.
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Haftarah Chayei Sarah
I Kings 1:1-31

This week’s haftarah is drawn from the opening chapter of the first book of Kings.
It is all about the procedure for the transference of the torch of power in the earthly
realm of the Heavenly Kingdom.
The curtain of the haftarah will open to find David “old and stricken in years”. He
is weak. He is dying. He has to have a servant girl lie beside him just to stop him
from shaking and shivering to death.
The time is rapidly approaching for the man ‘after the Holy One’s own heart’ to
transfer the reigns of the kingdom. Will he willingly do so? And if so, who should
his successor be?
The eldest son of David’s line, Amnon, as well as the most charismatic of David’s
brood, Absalom, have both preceded David in death. The most likely candidate to
succeed David therefore seemed to some to be Adoniyah - David’s fourth son
overall and his firstborn by the wife named Chagit. Adoniyah had the support of
Yoav [Joab] and of Aviatar [Abiathar], the priest. But Adoniyah had some highpowered opposition as well. Natan [also known as Nathan] the prophet, Tzadok the
kohen [i.e. priest], and the chiefs of David’s ‘mighty men’ all felt Adoniyah was
unqualified to lead the nation.
This week we will see Adoniyah make a strong ‘push’ to have himself anointed as
king in David’s stead. A series of court intrigues will make it look like his
usurpation of the throne of David is a ‘done deal’ that cannot be reversed. But
Beloved be assured that the Holy One laughs at the intrigues of men.
The torch of leadership of Israel will indeed pass this week - but it will not pass to
Adoniyah. It will not pass to any son of Chagit. The torch will pass instead to the
son of David’s mistress of scandal, Bat-Sheva. The king who will reign in David’s
place will be the man we will come to know as Sh’lomo [Solomon]. He will not by
any means be perfect; but despite his many imperfections this king will be blessed
mightily by the Holy One. It will be his kingdom that provides the most
comparable prototype for the Messianic Kingdom to come.

The Apostolic Message for the Week
I Corinthians 15:35-58

The readings I have selected from the writings of the apostles of Y’shua of Natzret
to correspond to parsha Chayei Sarah are taken from the fifteenth chapter of the
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first letter written by Rabbi Shaul of Tarsus [also known as ‘Paul’] to those in the city
of Corinth who claimed Y’shua as their Messiah.
Shaul will clarify for us in inspiring terms what it means to die – and be raised up ‘in Messiah’. He will teach us that we are not to approach death – or for that
matter, life – as those who have no hope. We are to embrace death in its proper
time as merely the appointed time to trade mortal, earthly bodies of corruption,
dishonor, and weakness for immortal, heavenly bodies of incorruptibility, glory,
and power.
As we have borne the image of those made of dust,
let's also bear the image of the heavenly.
***

Behold, I tell you a mystery. We will not all sleep, but we will all be changed,
in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last shofar.
For the shofar will sound,
and the dead will be raised incorruptible, and we will be changed.
For this corruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal must put on immortality.
[I Corinthians 15:49-53]

Many, distracted by the pleasures and numbed by the heartaches of this world,
have lost the ability to feel excitement over and have lost the ability to be stirred by
Shaul’s promise of ‘eternal life’ in Messiah Y’shua. Oh that we might regain his
passion for the World to Come!
May you be diligent in keeping the candle of Sarah burning,
And the ‘life of Sarah’ going, Beloved –
And yet look ever forward in hope and great expectation
to being ‘gathered to your people’, as was she, at the Holy One’s appointed time.

The Rabbi’s son
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Amidah Prayer Focus for the Week
The Second Petition: T’shuvah [The Prayer of Return]
Ha-shiveinu Avinu l’Torahtechah
Bring us back, Our Father, to Your Torah

v’koraveinu malkeinu l’avodecha
and bring us close to You, Our King, that we may serve You

v’ha-chazireinu b’t’shuvah sh’leymah l’fanecha
may our repentance bring us Face-to-face with You

Baruch Atah Adonai,
Blessed are You, O Holy One,

ha-rotze b’t’shuvah

Who stirs in us a desire to return
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